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WHEELS ALL TERRAIN

2-IN-1 LIGHT SEAT

LUX SEAT

INDIVIDUALIZED  
MOBILITY

The requirements of a stroller and 
travel system are as diverse as life 

itself. Because, when you’re out and 
about with children,  things don’t 
always go according to plan. The 

PRIAM is an ideal companion 
because it meets all requirements 

right from the start. Whether baby 
or infant, Light or Lux version, 
you’ll find the right attachment  
for every age and every need. 

Regardless of which choice you 
make – or if the choice changes – 

everything will still fit on the 
lightweight, classic frame. The 

CYBEX travel system is also fully 
compatible with the CYBEX infant 
car seats such as the Aton Q and 
Cloud Q. There is also a choice  
of wheels for every path: Wheels 
Light for smooth asphalt, Wheels 

All Terrain for bumpy cobbles  
and, as a hybrid solution, Wheels 
Trekking for the city and country. 

The PRIAM also provides for  
snow, ice and siblings, with ski-

attachments for the front wheels 
and a Kid Board available as 

additional accessories. Parents  
of young children have enough  

to think about – luckily the  
PRIAM system offers a simple  
and practical solution to offer  

peace of mind.

A smooth and comfortable ride even on bumpy surfaces.  
The big, wide wheels ensure extra strong suspension and are 

suitable, for example, for cities with cobbled streets  
or for trips to the countryside.

CHOOSE  
SEAT UNIT:

CLOUD QATON Q

WHEELS TREKKING

The hybrid solution for different surfaces. The slim rear
wheels offer excellent agility while the bigger front wheels

keep a firm grip on the road.

WHEELS LIGHT

Comfortable and agile. The slim profile and the light  
weight are ideal for smooth surfaces.

CARRY COT CHOOSE INFANT  
CAR SEAT:

CHOOSE 
FRAME:

CHROME  
FRAME

BLACK  
FRAME
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SPACIOUS  
SHOPPING BASKET

Wheels Light, extra light for maximum mobility  
and smooth surfaces, Wheels All Terrain for bumpy cobbles and,  

countryside trips, and as a hybrid solution, Wheels Trekking  
for the city and country.

INFORMATION: Measurements frame folded in mm (incl. wheels): L 955 x W 575 x H 310; weight frame, basket and wheels: 4.9 kg

Frame including Wheels Light

Frame including Wheels Trekking

Frame including Wheels All Terrain

CHROME : 516212011 
BLACK: 516212003

CHROME : 516212015 
BLACK: 516212019

CHROME : 516212013 
BLACK: 516212017

FOOT BRAKE 
Easy use 

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE
HANDLE BAR

Made from high quality
leather-like material

SOFT  
SUSPENSION

(Only Wheels  
Light in front)

HIGH-QUALITY  
RUBBER WHEELS

Never f lat thanks  
to foam filling

SHOPPING  
BASKET

Extra-large and  
extendable

UNIVERSAL  
ADAPTOR 

For all PRIAM  
attachments (included)

LIGHT ALUMINIUM  
FRAME

Stable, light and easy to handle

ONE-HAND FOLD
Transforms it into a compact

stand alone package

PRIAM’s classic, simple frame is available  
in black and chrome and offers a surprising  

diversity of individual combination and  
equipment options.

BLACK FRAME

CHROME FRAME
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INFORMATION: Measurements carry cot in mm: L 920 x W 450 x H 300; weight carry cot: 4.7 kg

FABRICS

The unique denim look of the PRIAM  
is achieved with an exclusive and extremely  

hardwearing fabric with twill effect.

RAIN COVER 

INCLUDED

EXTRA SOFT 
MATTRESS
With Memory  
Foam function

PRACTICAL  
DETACHABLE  

CARRY HANDLE  
Made from high quality

leather-like material

COSY FABRICS
High-quality fabrics  

in a denim look

EXTENDABLE
XXL SUN CANOPY

With UVP50+ sun protection

From birth up to 9 kg (approx. 6 months)

2-IN-1 SYSTEM 
The 2-in-1 light seat  

unit can be easily converted  
into a carry cot

CYBEX PLATINUM CYBEX PLATINUM
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AUTUMN GOLD 
515215111

HAPPY BLACK
516210003

ROYAL BLUE
516210009

MARS RED
516210007

MANHATTAN 
GREY 

516210011

PRINCESS PINK
516210013

OLIVE KHAKI 
516210005



INFORMATION: Measurements Lux seat folded in mm (incl. wheels) : L 955 x W 575 x H 455; weight: 12.1 kg

The unique denim look of the PRIAM  
is achieved with an exclusive and extremely  

hardwearing fabric with twill effect.

FABRICS

RAIN COVER 

INCLUDED

BUMPER BAR
Made from high quality leather-like 
material, can be opened to one side 

for easy entrance

EXTENDABLE
XXL SUN CANOPY

With UVP50+ sun protection

FLEXIBLE SEAT
Can be inserted to face forward

or rearward

PADDED BELTS 
Soft and cosy for extra comfort

COMFORTABLE
SEAT INLAY

Offers convenient support  
and comfort

LEG REST
Individually adjustable to

multiple positions

RECLINE FUNCTION 
Can be reclined to a completely  

f lat position with one hand
(for use from birth)

HIGHCHAIR  
FUNCTION

The seat is perfectly  
aligned with

typical table heights

From birth up to 17 kg (approx. 4 years)
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AUTUMN GOLD 
515215211

HAPPY BLACK
516211003

ROYAL BLUE
516211009

MARS RED
516211007

 MANHATTAN 
GREY 

516211011

PRINCESS PINK
516211013

OLIVE KHAKI
516211005



INFORMATION: Measurements frame with light seat folded in mm (incl. wheels) : L 955 x W 575 x H 325; weight: 11.2 kg

The unique denim look of the PRIAM  
is achieved with an exclusive and extremely  

hardwearing fabric with twill effect.

FABRICS

RAIN COVER 

INCLUDED

EXTENDABLE XXL 
SUN CANOPY 

With UVP50+ sun protection

2-IN-1 SYSTEM 
The 2-in-1 seat  

can be easily converted  
into a carry cot

RECLINABLE SEAT
Can be reclined to a lying position

with one hand

BUMPER BAR
Made from high quality leather-like 
material, can be opened to one side  

for easy entrance
FLEXIBLE SEAT
Can be inserted to face
forward or rearward

COMFORTABLE
SEAT COVER
Extra soft padding  

and durable

From 6 months up to 17 kg (approx. 4 years)

HIGHCHAIR  
FUNCTION

The seat is perfectly  
aligned with typical  

table heights
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AUTUMN GOLD 
515215011

HAPPY BLACK
516213001

ROYAL BLUE
516213007

MARS RED
516213005

 MANHATTAN 
GREY 

516213009

PRINCESS PINK
516213011

OLIVE KHAKI
516213003



CLOUD Q BUTTERFLY
Gr. 0+, 0 – 13 kg (from birth to approx. 18 months) 

The belted Cloud Q emerged as test winner in Group 0+ in the test 06 / 2015 conducted by German Stiftung Warentest.  
It was the only car seat in the test that achieved the grade »very good« in the safety category. The premium infant car seat sets  

itself apart as a perfect symbiosis of phenomenal protection and a new kind of travel system  
for outstanding safety in and outside of the car.

BLANKET BUTTERFLY
The cosy blanket in khaki beige with a camouf lage border is perfect to keep your baby  

warm and happy. The blanket has soft f leece fabric on one side and knitted liner on the other.  
It is easy to clean and machine washable at 30°.

BABY BAG 
BUTTERFLY

The stylish baby bag in a  
camouf lage and leather look comes 

with an insulating, removable  
bottle holder, a changing mat and  

a wet compartment. A special  
highlight: The outside pocket for  

your mobile phone. 

FOOTMUFF
BUTTERFLY

The stylish footmuff with cosy  
f leece lining scores extra  

points with its camouf lage look 
covered with little butterf lies.  

Water resistant material protects 
against wind, rain and cold.

The high-quality, classy camouf lage  
fabric is embellished with embroidered as  

well as laser-cut butterf lies.  

DESIGN
The PRIAM Fashion Line combines luxurious camouflage fabric with  

butterfly embroidery. Imagine you’re at the zoo and you walk by the butterfly 
enclosure. You can read from the sign that there are butterflies inside but  

it isn’t so easy to spot them. Can you see them?

PRIAM TRAVEL SYSTEM BUTTERFLY
The  PRIAM 3-in-1 travel system enables three different uses: as a stroller with matching carry cot,  

as a travel system with one of the award-winning CYBEX infant car seats and later as a luxurious stroller, which can be used 
either forward or rear-facing. The black frame of the Fashion Collection offers three different wheel options:  

Wheels Light, All Terrain or Trekking (see page 4).

PRIAM WITH LUX SEAT
516211015

PRIAM WITH  
CARRY COT

516210015

PRIAM WITH 
CLOUD Q 
516110015

CYBEX PLATINUM CYBEX PLATINUM
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516430026

516430022

516110015

516430028



BABY BAG
The baby bag includes  

a wet compartment, bottle 
holder, changing mat and 
additional outside pocket.

ATON Q 
GR. 0+ / From birth to  

approx. 18 months (0 –13 kg)
The Aton Q continues the success story of the multi-award-winning Aton family in Gr. 0+  

and achieved an excellent score of 1.6 (»GOOD«) in the 6/2014 Stiftung Warentest test. The combination  
of a sophisticated telescopic Linear Side-impact Protection (L.S.P. system) and a height-adjustable  

headrest with integrated harness guide ensures the best safety and comfort. The f lattest possible  
lying angle between head, neck and chest reduces the risk of sudden respiratory distress in premature  

babies and newborns. An XXL sun canopy that elegantly disappears behind a visor, with  
UVP50+ protects perfectly against strong sun and wind.

2.GO BABY CARRIER
From approx. 3 months to  

approx. 5 years (3.5 –18 kg)
2.GO – the second step. The  
2.GO offers all orthopaedic  

benefits of a sling, but with an  
adjustable headrest and sitting  
area. This ensures an always  
optimal spread-squat position  

while sitting inwards or  
outwards. Our 2.GO won’t  
disappoint, visually or in  

terms of quality.

FOOTMUFF  
CYBEX footmuffs offer  

protection against wind, rain  
and cold. Made from 

 functional, easy-care fabrics  
with a cosy lining, the  

big footmuff has a practical  
plastic insert in the foot  
area, to prevent soiling  

from shoes.

FOOTMUFF ATON 4

FOOTMUFF STROLLER

  513407012

ONYX
From birth up to 17 kg

Equipped with an XXL sun canopy and  
a one-hand reclining backrest, this  

lightweight runabout combines comfort, aesthetics  
and driving fun. Like other top models,  
the Onyx can be folded together as well  

as used as a travel system in combination  
with one of our infant car seats.

CALLISTO  
CITY PRIAM  

From birth up to 17 kg
The extremely light CYBEX Callisto  

luxury buggy brilliantly fuses  
design, functionality and comfort.  

The soft suspension makes it extremely  
versatile and the XXL sun canopy  

offers optimal protection.

»Food Fight« is the name American designer JEREMY SCOTT gave to his  
CYBEX collection. He designed irresistibly likeable comic figures out of pizza,  

milkshake, chips and other fast food, which dance around on strollers,  
child car seats and baby carriers. Here two worlds meet: the functionality  

and reliability of CYBEX technology with humour which both  
parents and children can enjoy.

CYBEX PLATINUM CYBEX PLATINUM
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515402103

513403019

 513303026

515104172

 513207033 513202030 



Outstanding safety and quality, contemporary  
design and intelligent functionality: the  

CYBEX PLATINUM child car seats.



INFORMATION: Measurements in mm L 651 x W 440 x H 395 – 561, weight: 4.6 kg

The Aton Q Plus collection gets its characteristic denim look from our  
exclusive and hardwearing twill effect fabric. The infant car seat  

is available in seven different colours.

The soft comfort version of the Aton Q collection  
is available in eight colour combinations.

TELESCOPIC
L.S.P. SYSTEM
The telescopic Linear  

Side-impact Protection  
reduces the force of  

a side-impact collision  
in combination with the  
energy absorbing shell

EXTRA WIDE
Y-HARNESS

With a soft belt and
crotch pads

8-POSITION  
HEIGHT

ADJUSTABLE
HEADREST

With integrated harness
guide for protection  
that grows with the  

child 

REMOVABLE  
SEAT INLAY

Ensures a near f lat-lying position, 
reducing the risk of the head 
falling forward while asleep

Gr. 0+, 0 – 13 kg (from birth to approx. 18 months)

INTEGRATED  
XXL FOLDAWAY

SUN CANOPY
Perfect sun and wind

protection with UVP50+

QUICK BELT
TENSIONING DEVICE

When used in cars without ISOFIX

HEIGHT 
ADJUSTABLE

LOAD LEG
Enhanced stability

ISOFIX
Extra stability and safety

The troublesome installation of the seat is no longer necessary

BASE Q-FIX

ENERGY
ABSORBING SHELL
The f lexible structure of the

material reduces the forces of an
impact and protectively

covers the baby
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ATON Q PLUS

ATON Q

AUTUMN GOLD 
514104122

MANHATTAN GREY 
516105012

ROYAL BLUE
516105010

HAPPY BLACK
516105004

OLIVE KHAKI 
516105006

PHANTOM GREY
516105014

PRINCESS PINK
516105016

MARS RED
516105008

MARS RED
516105022

MANHATTAN GREY 
516105026

OLIVE KHAKI
516105020

PRINCESS PINK
516105028

ROYAL BLUE
516105024

AUTUMN GOLD 
515104154

HAPPY BLACK
516105018

BASE Q -FIX 
515141002



INFORMATION: Measurements in mm L 665 x W 440 x H 430 – 570, weight: 5.4 kg

The padded comfort version of the Cloud Q collection
is available in eight colour combinations.

The Cloud Q Plus gets its characteristic denim look from our exclusive and
hardwearing twill effect fabric. The infant car seat is available

in seven different colours.

TELESCOPIC
L.S.P. SYSTEM
The telescopic Linear  

Side-impact Protection reduces 
the force of a side-impact 

collision in combination with  
the energy absorbing shell 

ENERGY
ABSORBING SHELL

The f lexible structure of  
the material absorbs the forces  
of an impact and protectively

covers the baby 

EXTRA WIDE 
Y-HARNESS

With a soft belt and
crotch pads 

INTEGRATED
XXL FOLDAWAY

SUN CANOPY
Perfect sun and wind  

protection with UVP50+ 
11-POSITION  

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE 
HEADREST

With integrated harness guide  
for protection that grows with

the child
 

RECLINING  
BACKREST

Ergonomic lie-f lat
position outside  

the car

REMOVABLE  
SEAT INLAY

Ensures a near f lat lying  
position and can  

reduce the risk of the  
head falling forward  

while asleep

Gr. 0+, 0 – 13 kg (from birth to approx. 18 months)

QUICK BELT
TENSIONING DEVICE

When used in cars without ISOFIX

HEIGHT 
ADJUSTABLE

LOAD LEG
Enhanced stability

ISOFIX
Extra stability and safety

BASE Q-FIX

The troublesome installation of the seat is no longer necessary
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CLOUD Q

CLOUD Q PLUS

AUTUMN GOLD 
515140088

HAPPY BLACK
516110002

ROYAL BLUE
516110008

MANHATTAN GREY 
516110010

OLIVE KHAKI
516110004

PHANTOM GREY
516110012

PRINCESS PINK
516110014

MARS RED
516110006

MARS RED
516110022

MANHATTAN GREY 
516110026

OLIVE KHAKI
516110020

PRINCESS PINK
516110028

ROYAL BLUE
516110024

AUTUMN GOLD 
515140102

HAPPY BLACK
516110018

BASE Q -FIX 
515141002



 
INFORMATION: Measurements in mm L 690 x W 440 x H 530 – 580, weight: 15 kg 

The soft comfort version of the Sirona collection
is available in eight colour combinations.

The Sirona Plus collection gets its unique appearance through an  
exclusive, very hard-wearing fabric with a twill effect in a denim look.  

The childcar seat is available in seven different colours.

TELESCOPIC
L.S.P. SYSTEM

The telescopic Linear Side-impact 
Protection reduces the force of a 

side-impact collision in combination 
with the head and shoulder 
protectors (patent pending) 

MAGNETIC
BELT HOLDER

For easy boarding

CENTRAL
ONE-PULL

HARNESS SYSTEM
Comfortable fastening like

in infant car seats
(rear-facing only) 

REBOUND BAR
For maximum protection
in case of a rear collision
(when used rear-facing)

ONE- CLICK
INSTALLATION

WITH ISOFIX
Increased safety and simple  
installation that requires  

no further fastening
 

11-POSITION 
HEIGHT

ADJUSTABLE 
HEADREST

Simple and quick adjust-
ment for a perfect fit

ONE-HAND
RECLINING
FUNCTION

For an excellent sleep
and a relaxed journey

360° ROTATION
Allows for an easy change  
between rear and forward- 
facing as well as a comfortable
entry & exit position 

DEPTH-ADJUSTABLE 
IMPACT SHIELD

When used front-facing (9 –18 kg, 
approx. 9 months up to 4 years)

Gr. 0+/1, 0 – 18 kg (from birth up to approx. 4 years)
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SIRONA

SIRONA PLUS

MARS RED
516120019

AUTUMN GOLD 
515105006

OLIVE KHAKI 
516120017

PRINCESS PINK
516120025

MANHATTAN GREY 
516120023

HAPPY BLACK
516120015

AUTUMN GOLD 
514105014

HAPPY BLACK
516120001

ROYAL BLUE
516120007

MANHATTAN GREY 
 516120009

OLIVE KHAKI
516120003

PHANTOM GREY
516120011

PRINCESS PINK
516120013

MARS RED
516120005

ROYAL BLUE
516120021



3x

INFORMATION: Measurements in mm L 412 x W 529 – 612 x H 619 – 817, weight: 7.6 kg

The soft comfort version of the Solution Q2-fix collection
is available in eight colour combinations.

The Solution Q2-fix Plus collection gets its unique appearance through an exclusive,  
very hard-wearing fabric with a twill effect in a denim look. The child

car seat is available in eight different colours.

The CYBEX patented  
3-position reclining headrest 
shifts the balance point  
of the child’s head slightly  
back and prevents the  
head from falling forward 
when the child is asleep.  
In case of a side-impact  
collision, the child’s head  

remains within the safety  
zone of the seat, ensuring  
maximum protection.  
The patented head  
protection ensures a more  
comfortable sleeping  
position and enhanced  
safety compared to  
conventional systems.

OPTIMISED LINEAR
SIDE-IMPACT
PROTECTION

(L.S.P. SYSTEM PLUS)
The head is actively guided

into a safe position

AUTOMATIC
HEIGHT AND

WIDTH ADJUSTMENT
(11 POSITIONS)

Head and shoulder protectors
grow with the personal space

requirements of the child 

VERY SOFT
SEAT CUSHION

For additional comfort

RECLINING  
BACKREST

Perfectly adjusts to  
the vehicle seat

AIR VENTILATION
SYSTEM

Provides a comfortable  
seating temperature  

even on hot days
ISOFIX CONNECT
Extra stability and safety

OPTIMISED
RECLINING HEADREST

(PATENTED)
Prevents the child’s head from
falling forward when asleep 

CYBEX SAFETY PADS
Additional protection in case  

of a side-impact collision 

3-POSITION RECLINING HEADREST

Gr. 2 / 3, 15 – 36 kg (approx. 3 to 12 years)
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SOLUTION Q2-FIX

SOLUTION Q2-FIX PLUS

AUTUMN GOLD 
515120018

HAPPY BLACK
516144002

ROYAL BLUE
516144008

MANHATTAN GREY
516144010

OLIVE KHAKI
516144004

PHANTOM GREY
516144012

PRINCESS PINK
516144014

MARS RED
516144006

MARS RED
516144020

AUTUMN GOLD 
515120032

OLIVE KHAKI
516144018

PRINCESS PINK
516144026

ROYAL BLUE
516144022

MANHATTAN GREY 
516144024

HAPPY BLACK
516144016



SUMMER COVERS
Made of 85% cotton and 15% polyester.  
Keeps the child comfortable and cool on  

hot summer days. 

NEWBORN INLAY
The newborn inlay offers protection and  

comfort for the youngest.

FIXING BELT
The headrest of the backseat and the  

car seat can be connected with  
the fixing belt, thus preventing any  

movement of the child seat. 
 

BASE Q-FIX
Easy and safe installation with just  

one click and without the troublesome 
installation with the seat belt.

FOOTMUFF Q
Cosy f leece-lining for comfort and  

super practical thanks to magnet clips  
for easy opening.

 

SIRONA LOAD  
LEG EXTANTION

For some vehicle models the Sirona can only be  
used with a load leg extension. For more information 

please go online or contact your local retailer.

ISOFIX GUIDES
Makes the car seat installation easier  

with protecting fabric and leather seating.  
A set is included with each CYBEX  

ISOFIX (Connect) car seat.

SIRONA 
GREY: 515402006, BLUE : 515402008,
RED : 515402002, BL ACK: 515402004

CLOUD Q, ATON Q 
GREY: 515401012, BLUE : 515401014,
RED : 515401016, BL ACK: 515401018

PRIAM FOOTMUFF
The elegant PRIAM footmuff offers cosy f leece-lining in a leather- and denim-look.

Water-repellent materials protect from cold, wind and rain.

MOSQUITO NET
Optimal protection against insects.

Thanks to the elastic material it fits the
PRIAM perfectly.

CHANGING BAG
Comes with an insulating, removable

bottle holder, a changing mat and  
a wet compartment.

UMBRELLA
The adjustable parasol can be  

attached to the frame and protects  
the child with UVP50+. 

CUP HOLDER
The cup holder can be easily  
attached to either side of the  

PRIAM's handle bar.

SKIS
With the ski attachment to replace the  

front wheels, the PRIAM is transformed into 
a stylish snowmobile.

PRIAM KID BOARD
The Kid Board is a cool accessory

perfect for older children. Easy to attach
and fold away when not needed.
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ATON Q 
514409002

CLOUD Q 
515409006

SOLUTION Q2-FIX 
514409004

SIRONA 
513408002

BASE Q -FIX 
515141002

50054002

513402015

511410001

OLIVE KHAKI 
516430012        

ROYAL BLUE 
516430016 

515215308515404010 515404012

515404006 515404008

MARS RED 
516430014

AUTUMN GOLD 
515404024

HAPPY BLACK
516430010

PRINCESS PINK 
516430020

 MANHATTAN GREY  
516430018

OLIVE KHAKI 
516430004

HAPPY BLACK 
516430002

AUTUMN GOLD
516430006  
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CYBEX GMBH | RIEDINGER STR. 18 | 95448 BAYREUTH | GERMANY
CYBEX-ONLINE.COM


